Uncle Dave did it
We all know by now that aluminum wiring in homes causes fires. I want to share a
story that I experienced.
I got a call from a realtor who said her buyers were really excited about this 1973 home,
but the home inspector found aluminum wiring in the electrical box. She knew that to
prevent fires, pig tailing the aluminum wires must be done. The home owner said ”it’s
ok, uncle Dave was here 2 weeks ago and pig tailed all the plugs and switches”. A bit
concerned by this, the realtor asked me to inspection uncle Dave’s work to ensure
everything was ok. I arrived at the house and the first thing I did was go to the electrical
panel to determine the extent of the aluminum wiring. I opened the cover and found
that half of the incoming wiring was aluminum and half was copper.
This is common in homes with aluminum wiring because in the early 70’s, there wasn’t
a lot of money around so the new home builders would finish the main floor wiring of a
bungalow with aluminum but the basement was usually left unfinished. By the time the
new home owners could afford to work on the basement, use of aluminum wiring had
stopped, and copper was being used. Another thing we inspect for in panels with
aluminum wiring, is overheated conductors and melted breakers. We find this quite
often when working on these systems.
Back to the story…I went to the main floor of the house and opened a few of the wall
plugs and switches to see what uncle Dave had done. There are 4 things that make up a
proper pig tailing conversion. The first is an anti-oxidizing paste must be applied to
coat the exposed aluminum and copper conductors. This is done because when the 2
metals come in contact with each other, oxidization occurs. Uncle Dave had done this
part of the process.
The next thing we look for during an inspection is to see if the “twist on” wire
connectors are rated for this type of application. The ones uncle Dave used were rated
properly for aluminum/copper connections. The 3rd thing we look for is the plug or
switch needs to be rated for copper because now the wires to the device are copper. The
last item, is that the wires need to be twisted together in a clock wise rotation prior to
installing the wire connector. This is where uncle Dave
failed to properly complete the job.
All electricians know that you need to twist the wires
together first, but non-electricians don’t have the training
to know this. What could happen, and did in this case, is
that when you put the 2 conductors side by side and
attempt to install the wire connector, one of the
conductors can be pushed down inside the connector
instead of twisting around the other conductor. This
causes the tip of the wire to arc against the metal spring

inside the connector. Arcing causes heat and may under extreme cases cause fires.
By the back door of the house was a 3 gang switch box that didn’t smell right. I
removed the cover and found that only after 2 weeks of uncle Dave being there, the
insulation on the wiring had melted. Always have an electrical permit taken out and
the project inspected by an approved inspector. In this case the inspector would have
seen that the wires were not twisted and he would have failed the inspection, forcing
uncle Dave to do a proper installation.

